
List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4088801 ENGLISH CA007#

4088807 ENGLISH CE004#

4088812 ENGLISH CA005# DS004#CE002$

4088818 ENGLISH CE015#

4088819 ENGLISH CA006#

4088843 HINDI CA003#

4088848 ENGLISH PH002#CE011#

4088851 ENGLISH CA001$

4088857 HINDI CE003#

4088859 GEOGRAPHY CE009#

4088876 CIVICS CA002#

4088885 URDU CE004#

4088897 GEOGRAPHY BC008#

4088915 HINDI BC001$

4088921 URDU CE005#

4088922 GEOGRAPHY CE008#

4088926 PHYSICAL SC. CA007#

4088937 BIO. SC. PH005#

4088940 ECONOMICS BC004#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4088941 BIO. SC. NC006#

4088945 GEOGRAPHY CE005#

4088973 GEOGRAPHY CE004#

4088991 GEOGRAPHY BC010#

4089002 MATHEMATICS SC010#

4089010 ENGLISH CA004#CE001$

4089016 URDU DS010#

4089017 ENGLISH BC009#

4089019 MATHEMATICS SC008#

4089022 ECONOMICS CE003#

4089038 ENGLISH CE014#

4089043 MATHEMATICS CA010#

4089044 BIO. SC. CE003#

4089048 GEOGRAPHY CE010#

4089059 COMMERCE SC003#

4089076 HINDI CE004#

4089098 CIVICS PH010#

4089112 MATHEMATICS CE008#

4089118 COMMERCE SC002#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4089126 ENGLISH CE010#

4089130 CIVICS CA007#

4089138 PHYSICAL SC. CE009#

4089148 PHYSICAL SC. CE008#

4089158 PHYSICAL SC. CE002#

4089165 MATHEMATICS CA007#

4089166 ENGLISH PH006#

4089173 CIVICS PH006#

4089178 HOME SC. CE003#

4089190 ENGLISH CE008#

4089198 PHYSICAL SC. CE010#

4089208 BIO. SC. CE004#

4089211 HOME SC. PH001$

4089214 HISTORY CA007#

4089215 CIVICS CA008#

4089221 ENGLISH CA009#

4089223 ISLAMIC ST. CE001$

4089231 ENGLISH CA003#

4089245 COMMERCE SC005#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4089246 MATHEMATICS SC009#

4089255 MATHEMATICS SC003#

4089270 MATHEMATICS SC004#

4089280 COMMERCE NC003#

4089282 ECONOMICS BC006#

4089292 HINDI CA005#

4089299 URDU PH003#

4089310 ENGLISH CE005#

4089311 BIO. SC. PH008#

4089323 BIO. SC. CE005#

4089324 URDU PH001$

4089333 BIO. SC. SC002#

4089348 HINDI CA001$

4089350 BIO. SC. SC006#

4089365 ENGLISH BC006#

4089368 GEOGRAPHY CE002#

4089379 ISLAMIC ST. CE003#

4089380 MATHEMATICS SC002#

4089398 BIO. SC. SC004#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4089402 GEOGRAPHY BC004#

4089408 MATHEMATICS SC005#

4089421 URDU BC008#

4089423 CIVICS CA006#

4089428 URDU BC007#

4089431 HISTORY CA010#

4089434 HINDI CA004#

4089443 HISTORY CA005#

4089454 HOME SC. CE004#

4089455 MATHEMATICS CA005#CE001$

4089458 MATHEMATICS CA008#CE002#

4089462 ECONOMICS CE010#

4089474 HINDI PH001$

4089484 ENGLISH CE013#

4089488 CIVICS CE005#

4089499 HISTORY CA002#

4089528 HISTORY CA006#

4089556 ENGLISH CA002#

4089563 URDU PH002#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4089565 ECONOMICS CE001$

4089568 GEOGRAPHY CE001$

4089578 PHYSICAL SC. CA004#

4089584 ISLAMIC ST. CE004#

4089587 CIVICS CE002#

4089589 ECONOMICS CE004#

4089601 ECONOMICS BC003#

4089620 ECONOMICS CE002#

4089621 HINDI CE002#

4089623 BIO. SC. NC002#

4089629 PHYSICAL SC. CA003#

4089634 HISTORY CA008#

4089638 ECONOMICS CE009#

4089645 MALAYALAM DS007#

4089646 BIO. SC. CE002#

4089656 HISTORY DS001$

4089671 PHYSICAL SC. CE007#

4089683 HINDI BC006#

4089691 HINDI CE001$

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4089692 CIVICS CA001$

4089740 HOME SC. CE002#

4089771 ENGLISH PH001$

4089787 GEOGRAPHY BC006#

4089789 BIO. SC. CE010#

4089793 BIO. SC. SC009#

4089805 ENGLISH PH009#

4089820 CIVICS CE008#

4089831 CIVICS CA010#

4089832 ECONOMICS CE008#

4089833 PHYSICAL SC. BC005#

4089854 URDU BC006#

4089874 HINDI BC010#

4089888 HISTORY PH003#

4089908 CIVICS CA005#

4089910 HOME SC. CE001$

4089920 CIVICS CA004#CE001$

4089927 BIO. SC. CE001$

4089935 ENGLISH CE019#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4089945 URDU CE007#

4089954 URDU CE010#

4089956 BIO. SC. NC005#

4089960 CIVICS CA009#

4089973 HINDI PH007#

4089980 ENGLISH CA010#CE003#

4089981 URDU CE006#

4089982 GEOGRAPHY BC005#

4090018 HINDI CE005#

4090025 URDU CE003#

4090027 CIVICS CE004#

4090048 ISLAMIC ST. CE002#

4090079 PHYSICAL SC. CA006#

4090088 ECONOMICS PH006#

4090099 HISTORY CA003#

4090100 BIO. SC. CE006#

4090117 PHYSICAL SC. BC007#

4090118 URDU CE001$

4090181 MATHEMATICS CA003#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4090195 GEOGRAPHY CE007#

4090201 BIO. SC. DS009#

4090204 MATHEMATICS NC006#

4090223 ENGLISH CE017#

4090233 MATHEMATICS CE004#

4090240 MATHEMATICS CE010#

4090249 URDU CE002#

4090261 BIO. SC. NC007#

4090268 BIO. SC. PH002#

4090272 BIO. SC. NC003#

4090277 HISTORY PH005#

4090281 GEOGRAPHY CE003#

4090285 ECONOMICS CE006#

4090302 BIO. SC. SC007#

4090323 ENGLISH CA008#

4090387 BIO. SC. CE009#

4090388 ECONOMICS CE005#

4090403 MATHEMATICS CA001$

4090414 BIO. SC. SC003#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4090419 URDU CE008#

4090440 ENGLISH PH003#

4090458 ENGLISH CE007#

4090463 HINDI PH002#

4090483 URDU BC002#

4090484 MATHEMATICS CA006#

4090489 ENGLISH PH005#

4090492 HINDI PH004#

4090505 BIO. SC. PH006#

4090510 BIO. SC. PH003#

4090519 MATHEMATICS PH003#

4090524 HISTORY DS003#

4090541 BIO. SC. PH001$

4090546 URDU PH005#

4090549 MATHEMATICS CA002#

4090552 MATHEMATICS BC002#

4090555 HISTORY DS008#

4090569 MATHEMATICS CE005#

4090571 GEOGRAPHY BC007#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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4090585 GEOGRAPHY BC009#

4090588 BIO. SC. SC008#

4090592 ENGLISH CE012#

4090593 PHYSICAL SC. CA002#

4090595 CIVICS CE006#

4090605 HINDI PH005#

4090617 HISTORY PH010#

4090623 HINDI BC009#

4090625 PHYSICAL SC. BC009#

4090626 HINDI PH006#

4090633 URDU DS001$ BC005#

4090642 CIVICS PH007#

4090648 URDU PH010#

4090653 HINDI PH003#

4090655 COMMERCE NC001$

4090657 CIVICS CE009#

4090668 BIO. SC. CE008#

4090672 CIVICS CA003#

4090673 HISTORY PH006#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4090678 ENGLISH CE020#

4090716 PHYSICAL SC. CE006#

4090719 MATHEMATICS BC004#

4090721 CIVICS PH004#

4090724 MATHEMATICS SC007#CE006#

4090745 PHYSICAL SC. CA008#CE001$

4090762 HISTORY CA001$

4090769 BIO. SC. PH004#

4090773 MATHEMATICS BC009#

4090780 BIO. SC. CE007#

4090790 MATHEMATICS PH002#

4090795 ECONOMICS PH004#

4090800 MATHEMATICS CA004#

4090801 MALAYALAM DS002#

4090808 CIVICS CE007#

4090813 URDU PH006#

4090835 PHYSICAL SC. BC010#

4090845 BIO. SC. PH007#

4090846 MATHEMATICS NC008#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4090857 CIVICS PH002#

4090866 CIVICS PH008#

4090879 URDU BC010#

4090881 MATHEMATICS CA009#

4090883 HINDI BC004#

4090891 URDU BC003#

4090893 MATHEMATICS CE007#

4090899 GEOGRAPHY BC001$

4090900 MATHEMATICS NC002#

4090901 ENGLISH CE016#

4090907 MATHEMATICS NC003#

4090910 CIVICS PH003#

4090911 ECONOMICS PH003#

4090916 HISTORY CA009#

4090920 MATHEMATICS SC001$ PH001$

4090923 PHYSICAL SC. CE004#

4090925 PHYSICAL SC. CE003#

4090942 HISTORY PH001$

4090943 URDU PH009#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4090950 HISTORY PH002#

4090959 HINDI BC002#

4090963 MATHEMATICS BC003#

4090970 HINDI BC008#

4090977 MATHEMATICS BC001$

4090985 MATHEMATICS BC008#

4090996 ECONOMICS BC008#

4091009 URDU DS007#

4091023 HISTORY PH008#

4091030 COMMERCE SC001$

4091035 ARABIC DS009#

4091046 ECONOMICS PH001$

4091055 HISTORY PH007#

4091070 HINDI CA002#

4091080 CIVICS PH005#

4091084 CIVICS PH001$

4091088 GEOGRAPHY BC003#

4091094 ECONOMICS PH002#

4091106 URDU DS002# BC009#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4091112 MATHEMATICS NC009#

4091131 ECONOMICS PH005#

4091151 MATHEMATICS BC006# NC001$

4091162 MATHEMATICS CE003#

4091163 COMMERCE SC004#

4091176 ENGLISH CE009#

4091182 ENGLISH CE006#

4091188 MATHEMATICS SC006#

4091203 URDU PH004#

4091204 CIVICS CE003#

4091207 HISTORY DS004#

4091216 PHYSICAL SC. PH001$

4091221 URDU PH007#

4091230 URDU CE009#

4091240 URDU BC001$

4091242 PHYSICAL SC. CA005#

4091246 HINDI BC007#

4091251 PHYSICAL SC. CA001$

4091267 MATHEMATICS CE009#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4091269 GEOGRAPHY CE006#

4091275 HISTORY PH004#

4091286 MATHEMATICS NC010#

4091295 PHYSICAL SC. PH002#

4091302 ECONOMICS BC010#

4091315 ECONOMICS CE007#

4091325 ECONOMICS BC009#

4091337 HINDI BC003#

4091352 GEOGRAPHY BC002#

4091354 PHYSICAL SC. CE005#

4091368 URDU PH008#

4091386 COMMERCE NC002#

4091393 CIVICS PH009#

4091405 MATHEMATICS PH004#

4091425 BIO. SC. NC008#

4091437 ENGLISH PH008#

4091461 PHYSICAL SC. CA010#

4091464 PHYSICAL SC. CA009#

4091482 ECONOMICS BC001$

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4091489 HISTORY CA004#

4091513 MATHEMATICS PH005#

4091518 ENGLISH PH004#

4091535 URDU DS004#

4091541 ENGLISH CE018#

4091558 PHYSICAL SC. DS005#

4091665 BIO. SC. NC001$

4091667 MALAYALAM DS003#

4091678 URDU DS006#

4091704 MALAYALAM DS004#

4091705 MATHEMATICS NC004#

4091727 ECONOMICS BC002#

4091730 BIO. SC. DS005#

4091772 ENGLISH BC002#

4091783 HISTORY DS010#

4091797 URDU DS008#

4091816 ENGLISH DS006#

4091827 BIO. SC. DS006#

4091830 MATHEMATICS BC005#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4091834 MALAYALAM DS008#

4091842 PHYSICAL SC. DS010#

4091889 HISTORY DS002#

4091904 ENGLISH BC010#

4091916 ENGLISH DS010#

4091936 ENGLISH BC004#

4091964 BIO. SC. DS001$

4091965 ENGLISH BC007#

4091976 ENGLISH DS007#

4091993 MALAYALAM DS005#

4092000 HINDI BC005#

4092011 PHYSICAL SC. BC008#

4092025 PHYSICAL SC. DS007#

4092028 ARABIC DS008#

4092050 BIO. SC. DS007#

4092067 PHYSICAL SC. DS006# BC006#

4092113 PHYSICAL SC. DS008#

4092119 PHYSICAL SC. DS009#

4092129 PHYSICAL SC. DS003# BC003#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4092162 BIO. SC. DS010#

4092172 MATHEMATICS BC007#

4092177 BIO. SC. SC001$

4092184 ENGLISH DS001$ BC001$

4092195 HISTORY PH009#

4092201 URDU BC004#

4092220 ARABIC DS010#

4092242 BIO. SC. NC004#

4092246 MATHEMATICS BC010#

4092248 ARABIC BC009#

4092279 BIO. SC. SC005#

4092324 MALAYALAM DS006#

4092326 BIO. SC. DS002#

4092337 ARABIC DS004# BC006#

4092341 HISTORY DS006#

4092367 URDU DS009#

4092370 ECONOMICS BC007#

4092372 MALAYALAM DS001$

4092378 HISTORY DS009#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4092392 PHYSICAL SC. DS004# BC004#

4092394 ENGLISH PH007#

4092404 ARABIC DS006# BC008#

4092409 ARABIC DS001$ BC001$

4092417 ENGLISH DS009#

4092420 ARABIC DS005# BC007#

4092437 MATHEMATICS NC005#

4092444 ARABIC BC003#

4092448 ARABIC BC005#

4092452 ARABIC DS002# BC002#

4092457 ARABIC DS003# BC004#

4092476 ARABIC DS007# BC010#

4092483 ENGLISH DS005# BC008#

4092484 HISTORY DS005#

4092492 MATHEMATICS NC007#

4092495 PHYSICAL SC. DS001$ BC001$

4092499 URDU DS005#

4092500 ECONOMICS BC005#

4092501 URDU DS003#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.Ed.

2022-23

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No.     Subject Category Rank

4092511 BIO. SC. NC009#

4092525 ENGLISH DS003# BC005#

4092532 BIO. SC. DS008#

4092533 PHYSICAL SC. DS002# BC002#

4092537 BIO. SC. DS003#

4092542 ENGLISH DS008#

4092552 ENGLISH DS002# BC003#

4092559 HISTORY DS007#

4092588 BIO. SC. DS004#

CONTROLLER
18.09.2022

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 


